
Katz Kiely 
Interim Chief Transformation/ Innovation/ Digital Officer 

A award-winning board leader who specialises in open-innovation, 
participatory cultures and digital communications.  

She has supported myriad global brands through digital 
transformation: including BBC, GSK, HP and the UN. She has led large 

scale digital transformation projects for some of the world’s most 
complex and risk averse organisations. 

She judges for digital awards (including SXSW), provides thought 
leadership for b2b publications and regularly speaks at conferences. 

SOME HIGHLIGHTS: 
She has:   

>shown organisations how to use digital to evolve, drive efficiency and 
connect to customers/ stakeholders 

>Influenced at C- level 
>Build and led large multi-disciplinary teams and managed multiple 

service providers 
>Designed winning pitches, multi-channel strategies and services 

>Built strong partnerships 
>Worked in complex global environments  

     DELIVERY 
UN agency: Strategic design and delivery of a massive transformation 

project that embedded digital ways of working, added €2.3m to the bottom 
line, extended reach by over 10 million: http://bit.ly/1V8YdYq 

Westfield Shopping Towns: A high pressure cross organisational role, she 
devised digital strategies to leverage the Olympic platform to maximise 

brand engagement. Achievements included:  
>Recruiting digital team to grow social footprint  

>Partnerships with some of the worlds most powerful social media brands  
>Portfolio of experiential campaigns with service providers  

>Overhaul of location based & digital screen strategy  
>Innovative engagement and dwell strategy 

RELATIONSHIPS  
Katz is an invited member of Vint Cerf’s I4J Global Leadership Forum and 

Yossi Vardi’s invite-only Global Kinnernet community.  

“Katz possesses the delightful 
ability to make the digital 

transformation process feel like a 
highly compelling proposition. She 

is articulate, persuasive and 
intensely collaborative.“ 

Maz Hayes, Managing Partner,  
Financial Services,  Cognifide 

“..her insight is so sharply market-
focused, and is combined with an 

ability to make impossible projects 
reality. Working with some 

famously conservative institutions 
she has produced living, inspiring 

and emergent communications and 
innovation platforms 

Mike Metelits, Special Projects, 
Family Office

“The plan Katz devised was 
compelling and managed to 

persuade people at the highest levels 
to follow her creative lead. She is a 
fearless and tenacious big thinker 

who managed to pin down the right 
resources and people and forge the 
right partnerships to turn big ideas 

into reality.” 
Robert Shaw, Director of Innovation, 
International Telecommunications 
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